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Let A be a nonempty subset of the unit interval /. Let/o, go: A-^A be isotone functions (i.e., fo(x)^fo (y) if x^y) such that / 0 (go(#)) = go(jfo(#)) for all xÇ^A. Can/o and go be extended to isotone functions/, g: I-+I which still commute?
We shall show that the answer is yes under certain additional assumptions, and give a counterexample to the problem in the above form. DEFINITION Note. The proof of the case A VJ {sup A } is right-closed is the same except that we define j : I->B by j(x) = sup {y ÇiB \ y 5£ x}. foi go: -4 ->[3/4, l]C-4 are isotone functions which commute on 4(/o(go(x))=go(/o(*)) = H/12 for 0 = *<l/2, and/o(go(*)) =go(/o(*)) = 1 for l/2<x^l). The unique isotone extensions ƒ and g of/o and go are denned at * = l/2 by /(1/2) = 11/12 and g(l/2)=3/4. But /(g(l/2)) =/(3/4) = 11/12 and g(/(l/2)) =g(ll/12) = 1.
